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Tit1e: Preparation of FezOs/SiOz Nanocomposites from Molecular Frecursor by Sol-Getr
Method and Doping of Iron(II! by Trivalent Metal Catíons

The nranuscrípt of the thesis presonted by Mr Petr Brázda reports on experjrrrental
studies devoted to the preparation of Fe2o3/Sio2 nanocomposites, Ga and A] substítuted ones
using sol.ge] route and the characterization of their structurď arrd magnetic properties by
lnea.Írs oť different techniques. It is importaÍrt to emphasize tirat this work has been reďized irr
two Institutes,Inorganic Chemistry and Physique et Chimie des Matériaux from Praha (Czech
Republic) and Strasbourg (France), respectively.

The manuscript consists of 6 chapters: after the generď introduction, rer'iewing
aspects of sol-gď method, generď features of magnetism' nanopartic]es arrd 1ocal probe
techniques, í.e. 57Fe NMR and Mossbauer.spectrometry, aÍe reported in tlre first ciraptei r,vit1r
the sbucturď and magnetic characteristics bf ferric crystalline oxide forms. The second one is
rat]rer concemed by instrumentď conditions while the elaboration of the different sampies and.
their fruiher high temperature anneďing fueabnent protocols are described in the following
seclion. The struotural and magnetic clraracterizatiÓns of Fezoa/Sio2, A1*Fe2-*oglSioz, and
Ga*Fez.xor/Sioz rranocomposites are described in the next ttlree chapters, respectiveiy. beťore
concluding remarks.

The manuscript of Mr Petr Brázda is rather well utitten, well illustrated and rather
well documented but the presontation with a systematic and repetitíve description could be
improved with a section focused on the synthesis of the results to better coŤn|are the different
samples and theír respective interests. I want to mention that the good labelling procedrrre is
helpfirl for the reader to rapiďy identify the sarnple.

The marn objective of the present thesis was the synthesis of nanoparticles of ťerric
oxides, A1- and Ga-substituted fenic oxides, embedded in a silica matrix by means of the sol-



gel method and to apply then subsequent arurealíng to favorrr the transformation of the ferrtc

oxide into the e-FezOr phase, the hard magnetic characteristics of which ate known to be of

great interest for applióations. The results presented by Mr Petr Brrízda clearly demonstTate

that the main goals were achieved.

The ťrst point is concemed by the search of optimď soi-gel chemicď conditions and

heat treatrnents to prepare the nanocómpQsites. IVk Petr Btazda has used many irrstumentď

techniques to check ťrst the macroscopic homogeneity, then to identify the present phases, to

foliow the evoluťion of lattice pafameters, grain size, hyperťure parameters and nragrretic

cb.aracteristics as a function of annealing rcmpeÍature arrd annealing regirnes. This part is

quite irrrpoťtant and required experti$o ín the different experim.ental techniques, In additiorr,

tire atornic substítution mechánism has been investigated by mearrs of local Fe probe

techniques. It is concluded that the optirnal annealing temperature to get pure e-Fe2O3 phase

in'iá" *íi"u matrix is l100.C while ihe mean grain size of oxide par|icle is close to 30 nm'

The hígher stability of t]re e-Fe2o3 p1rase is explained by .tlre lower tendency of cationic

rnigratňn ťrom tetrairea.il io'u 
"ótÁ.o.ut 

coordination. Such a mechanism is corsistent rr'ith

the evolution of rnagnetic properties (coercive field, magnetic ordering temperature)

suggesting their loweríng wtren it'" oiunaugoetio substituting ion content incr.eases. So the

contribution of lrdr Petr 
"Brázda 

based on Íarge experimentď studies gives rise to a better

understanďng of the elaboration of the presánt nanocomposites with non substituÍed and

substituted ferric oxides and their strucí:rď and maguetic properties.

Nevertheless, some points remain unolear, at least after reading the manuscript: the

MÓssbauer spectra are recoůed eithor at 300K or 4.2K and the hyperfine structlu.e nay result

&om both sttic and dynamic effects at elevated temperature since low temperature does

favour the observation- of, biocked rnagnetic structure. ConsequentlY, the description of

hyperfine stlucťure has to be done at low temperature because room temperature hyperfine

,tt.r"t,." prevents from a clear modelling in terms of atomic environments. In addition' from

effective field values estimated from in.ťreld MÓssbauet spectr4 one does ca[culate the

corresponding hyperfine fi.eld in order to compare with that directly obtained fi'om zero--field

Móssbauer spectra. Finďly' NMR data have to be compared to t]rose of Mossbauer

spectrometry proviďng the-registration be the same! Tables of experimentď data do contain

error bars.

In conclusion, Mr Peh Brazda has reporLed many interesting experimental_ results

obtained by means of a large variety of instrumental techniques; I feel that he acquired a good

standard of attainment in materiais science. Consequently, I recommend Mr Petr Brazda to

defend his thesis at the University of Strasbourg (France)'
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